Ig V kappa family repertoire of plasma cells derived from autoimmune MRL mice.
V kappa gene family usage was determined in the resident in vivo-activated plasma cells of individual diseased MRL mice by using in situ hybridization. In this way, the entire autoimmune repertoire could be analyzed. Autoantibody levels and extent of glomerulonephritis were also measured, so that the severity of disease could be assessed. It was found that V kappa expression was highly variable from mouse to mouse. Some animals displayed a V kappa family repertoire similar to mitogen-stimulated cells and consistent with the size of the families. These animals tended to have lower disease indices. Other animals, which had higher disease indices, displayed considerable over- or underutilization of individual V kappa families. However, no particular V kappa families were repeatedly biased in their expression, as was found at the VH level with J558. Importantly, in the 10% of animals that expressed VH J558 exclusively, four or more V kappa families were expressed and multiple antiself specificities were produced. The data are most consistent with a number of J558 genes being expanded in a variety of self-specificities. However, because only VH J558 is expressed in these sicker animals, nonspecific polyclonal activation is highly unlikely. These results underscore the continuing evolution of the autoimmune repertoire, with considerable diversity at early stages followed by a highly selected repertoire in which a potential role for nonspecific polyclonal activation is virtually excluded.